Tree of Life
WHAT THE ACORN
CONTAINS

LEATHER JOURNALS &
CHECKBOOK COVERS

The spirit of nature inspires these embossed
leather accessories. Choose from the majestic
Druid’s Oak, wrapping around the entire cover;
the Celtic Horse Triskelion, moving ever forward;
classical Acanthus Leaf, a symbol of enduring life;
elaborate knotwork Celtic Hounds, recalling intricate manuscript Illumination; or the Tree of Life,
framed with knotwork birds. Exceptional-quality
journals in two sizes are refillable with standard
blank-book inserts. Large journals are 6" x 9",
small are 4¾" x 7". Made in USA.

Druid's Oak
C14060 Large Journal $95
C14840 Small Journal $75
C14930 Checkbook Cover $50

SONG OF THE
ELEMENTS

The humble acorn carries within
it the promise of greatness,
the genesis of a majestic oak
tree. This charming pewter
acorn is ready to hold further
delight—the cap lifts to offer a
tiny treasure of your choosing.
Pewter box-locket on 24" chain.
In mixed copper/pewter or
all-pewter finish. Made in USA.
J20908 Acorn Locket $65

Rustling in the wind,
the branches of the
Tree of Life sing a
song of the elements.
Handmade brass Tree
of Life windchime
features five bells
sounding varied notes.
9½" across, 20" long.
D40023 Tree of Life
Windchime $20

actual size

actual size

COLORS OF THE SEASONS

The Tree of Life spreads its branches before a multi-hued
backing, reminiscent of the colors of the forest through the
seasons. The “stone” behind the tree is made of genuine
Scottish heather pressed and colored to form a unique
gemstone; no two are exactly alike. Pendant on 18" chain;
coordinating earrings. Made in Scotland.
J10656 Heathergems Tree of Life Earrings $75
J20656 Heathergems Tree of Life Pendant $65

SQUIRRELING IT AWAY

Celtic Horse
C14087 Large Journal $95
C14888 Small Journal $75
C14089 Checkbook Cover $50

Leaves
C14077 Large Journal $95
C14878 Small Journal $75
C14079 Checkbook Cover $50

Celtic Hounds
C14002 Large Journal $95
C14801 Small Journal $75
C14068 Checkbook Cover $50

A squirrel dream come true! Two
squirrels put all their effort into lifting
an acorn twice their size. Now, where
to hide it? Acorn is a small box—just lift
the cap. 2½" high.
D24064 Squirrels and Acorn Box $14

Tree of Life
C14030 Large Journal $95
C14830 Small Journal $75
C14050 Checkbook Cover $50

FIRST GREEN

In the pale days of winter, it is good to remember the first green
of spring. In this ring, a tree delicately opens its leaves against a
soft-hued Connemara marble background. A trinity knot hidden
in the branches, echoed by trinity knots on the band, holds the
promise of renewal. Sterling silver. Ireland. Sizes 5-10.
J70061 Tree of Life Ring $65

CLOSE
OBSERVATIONS

IN THE SACRED GROVE

EXCLUSIVE! Twelve sumptuously dressed women form a mysterious procession through a wood, birds swooping above. Emily Balivet’s enigmatic,
captivating artwork is masterfully recreated on this luxurious pillow. Solid
back; poly-filled. 16" x 12". Made in USA.
D50631 Sacred Grove Pillow $30
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Observe the world up
close. Wander on a nature
walk, getting a close-up
look at plants and insects.
Detailed openwork
pendant is backed by a
magnifying glass—open
the pendant like a locket
for a clear view. Long
chain for easy use, adjusts
30-33". Choose silver-tone
Tree of Life, Owl, Butterfly
or gold-tone Dragonfly.
J20291 Magnifier
Pendant $20

OAK LEAF CLOAK CLASP

Owl

Butterfly

Dragonfly

gaelsong.com

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! The oak—symbol of strength, and of the turning of the year. The
passing beauty of oak leaves in autumn is preserved in this handsome handwrought cloak clasp, in tones of copper, nickel, or bronze. Each leaf is backed
by a strong pin, and the leaves can be worn separately as brooches. Approx.
6½" from tip to tip. Handmade in USA.
J61470 Cloak Clasp $50

1.800.205.5790

NEW! LIKE MAGIC

A classic blazer, transformed as if by fairy
magic! Solid front in sage green yields
to airy lace sleeves, lace back and lace
patch pockets. Lightly curved hem in
front, no fasteners. Cotton; gentle wash.
Made in Italy. Sizes S/M and L/XL.
A40123 Blazer with Lace Back $79
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